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1. Introduction 

Both spin-dependent and spin-independent -parton distributions in the nucleon are 
of universal nature, hence the direct measure of them is one of the actual problem 
of the high energy spin physics. Deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering allows us 
to obtained information on quark distributions but such information is not sufficient 
to resolve 'spin crisis'(see [1] and references therein). It is necessary to know a .. 
gluon contribution to proton spin. Therefore future research programs at the RIDC 
[2], HERA [3] and LHC colliders plan to perform experiments. with polarized proton 
beams to study the spin-dependent gluon-distributions ~G(x; Q2.). 

The study of the asymmetry of jet and direct 'Y-production in p-p collisions is 
more perspective for the purposes. Theoretical basis of the analysis of the processes 
is the theory of strong interaction - Quantum Chromodynamics. High energy of 
colliding beams and high momentum transferred give possibility to perform the 
calculations in the framework of perturbative QCD. 

In the framework of the parton model the basic subprocesses for jet production in 
the pp collision are qq - qq, qg - _qg, gg - gg. Their contributions to asymmetry 
ALL depend on a chosen kinematic region. Therefore the main question is to find the 
kinematical region more suitsble for measuring of ~G(x, Q2

). For the direct photon 
production a main subprocess is the Compton qg - 'Yq scattering. Note that the 
measure of ~G by means of jet asymmetry is connected with larger background 
than in the case of prompt photon production, but the statistical power is much 
higher [4]. 

Up to now, there exists neither a running experiment to directiy measure the 
polarized gluon distribution nor does the variety of indirect analyses give a unique 
result. Hence there is no completely convincing argument on the shape and sign 
of ~G(x, Q2

) yet, although a recent NLO analysis [5] clearly favors a positive sign. 
However, recent calculations in the context of a non-relativistic quark model and 
the bag model, respectively; [6] indicate that the integral over ~G(x, Q2

) might be 
negative too. Both positive and negative values of the sign of ~G(x, Q2) over a 
wide kinematical range w-• < x < 1 were considered in [7]. The possibility to 
draw conclusions on the sign of the spin-dependent gluon distribution, ~G(x, Q"), 
from existing polarized DIS data have been studied in [8]. The result of the. DIS 
data analysis [8] on g'j strongly supports the conclusion that the sign of ~G(x, Q2) 
should be positive. Nevertheless the additional confirmations on sign of ~G are 
required and the experiments for direct measuring of the ~G /G are necessary. 

The aim of the present paper is to study the dependence of asymmetry of jet 
and dijet production in p- p collisions on different gluon distributions ~G, and 
especially as a function of sign of ~G, and made predictions of sign of ALL for the 
future experiment planed at RHIC [9]. 

2. Spin-Dependent Gluon Distribution 
The 3 sets of spin-dependent parton distributions [7] and [10] are used to cal

culate the jet asymmetry ALL· First set is based on work of Altarelli and Stirling 
[10] and include a scenario with large gluon polarization ~g. Second and third 
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ones· have been obtained by ·the phenomenological method [7] including some con
straints on the signs Of valence and sea quark distributions, talcing into account 
the axial gluon anomaly and utilizes results on integral quark contributions to the 
nucleon spin. Based on the analysis of experimental data on deep-inelastic data on 
structure function g1 the parametrization of spin~dependent parton distributions for 
both positive and negative sign of l::J.G have been constructed. We would Hke to 
note the both sets of distributions describe experimental data very well. We shall 
denote t:J.G>0 and l::J.G<0 sets of spin-dependent parton distributions obtained in [7J 
with positive and negative sign of .6G, ·rdspectively. It was shown in [11] that phe
nomenological method reproduces the main features of the NLO QCD Q2-evolution 
of proton, deuteron and neutron structure function g1• Therefore the constructed 
spin-dependent quark and gluon distributions can be· reasonably used- to study a. 
asymmetry of- jet production in p-P collisions too.· 

Figure 1(a) shows the dependence of the ratio b.G(x, Q2 )/G(x, Q2) on x at Q2 = 
100 (GeV) 2 for gluon distributions [10] and b.G~0 [7]. The curve [10] increases-with 
x and then decreases to zero. The behaviour is due to the structure of the ratio 
i::J.G/G....., xa(l -·x)P. The monotonous increase of a second curve with x connects 
to other asymptotic of the ratio b.G/G ~ x' at x ~ 1. 

. Figure> 1(b) shows .the dependence of the ratio b.G(x, Qo)jG(x, Q') on x at Q' = 
100. (GeV)' for gluon distributions b.G>' and b.G<0 · [7]. 

VV'e would like to note that integral contributions of gluons to the proton's spin 
is practically the same in all the parameterizations' (i::J.g ::::: 2) so the. difference in 
asymmetry should reflects the difference in shape of distributions (and sign of b.G) 
used. 

3. Asymmetry of Jet Production 

The cross section for jet production in polarized p - p collisions· is given by 
a convolUtion of the partonic cross section and the _polarized parton distributions, 
summed Over all partonJ.c subprocesses contributing to the reaction p+p--+jet+X. 
Then,· the double spin isymmetrjr is defin~d ·through the _difference of cross sections 
(numbers of jets) for antiparallel (i!) and "parallel (ii) spins of colliding protons: 

with the error: 

u N!T all_ ail N;et- ;d 
ALL= u~l + a11 = N}jt + N}J/ 

oA ;=~1 ==e~ LL~ I 1! 11 
Y Njet + Njet 

(1) 

(2) 

For detailed study of jets and dijets asymmetry at STAR we have used the Monte 
Carlo code SPHINX [12) which is 'polarized' version of PYTIHA [13]. 

Jet reconstruction was done by the JETSET-subroutine LUCELL [13]. This rou
tine defines jets in the two-dimensional (ry, ¢>)-plane, ry being pseudorapidity and 
q, the azimuthal angle. STAR detector covers full space in azimuth and pseudo
rapidity region -1 < rt < 2. In order to have segmentation expected a.t STAR 
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(b.ryxC!.¢> = 0.1x0.1) we ~sed 30 ry-bins and 60 ¢>-bins in our calculation proce
dure. The values of LUCELL-subroutine parameters E'f' and R = Jb.'l' + b.¢>2 
were We" = 1.5 GeV and R = 0.7. 

The expected resolution of the STAR Electromagnetic Calorimeter b.Ej E""0.16/VE 
was also taken into account [4]. To obtain total rates ( Rate = u · .C) of jets 
and dijets at STAR we take into account designed luminosity at RI!Ie, .C = 
8x1031 cm-'s-1 at .,fS = 200 GeV (.C = 2x1032cm- 2s-1 at .,fS = 500 GeV) and 
effective run time of 100 days with 50% efficiency. The polarization of both beams 
was fixed at the value P = 0. 7. 

As an example, the jet and dijets rates for STAR detector at two different 
energies are presented in Tables 1(a) and 1(b). - · .. 

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the cross section of jet production as a function 
of pseudorapidity ry at colliding energy .,fS = 500 GeV and for 3 different cuts on 
transverse energy of the jet. As can be seen, with increasing transverse energy of jet 
the contribution of jet events from EndCap Calorimeter decrease. However, at lower 
jet transverse energies, the cross section for jet production in EndCap Calorimeter 
region is practically the same as in the Basrel Calorimeter region. Because of this, 
the End Cap Calorimeter will be very important for studying the low x-region, 
where the gluons play the major role. 

Table L Jet and dijets rates in jJ- jJ collisions at .,fS = 200 GeV (a) and 
.,fS = 500 GeV (b) as a function of the jet transverse energy Er. The spin
dependent PDF's t>.G<0 [7) were used for calculation of the cross section. (50% 
efficiency was assumed for estimating the jet and dijets rate for 100 days of rune 
work). 

E¥ Jet Rate Jet Rate '!f'~· Dijets Rate Dijets Rate 
(GeV) (HzjGeV) 1/(100days * GeV) (GeV) (Hz/GeV) 1/(100days * GeV) 

10 26 1.1· 1U" 20 5.8 2.5. 10' 
15 9 3.9 ·10' 25 2.2 9.6 ·10' 
20 1 4.4 -10" 30 0.9 4-10' 
25 0.17 7.4. 10' 40 0.15 6.4 ·10' 
30 0.04 1.6. 1()" 50 0.03 1.3. 10' 
35 0.008 3.4. w· 60 0.005 2.3 ·10' 
40 --'- 0.002 8436 70 1.4. w- 5968 
45 4.6. 10-· 2000 80 3.5. 10-· 1524 
50 1.2. w-· 535 90 9.2 -10-· 400 
60 4.9. 10-• 21 100 2.3. w-- 99 
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Table l(b) 

E~et Jet Rate Jet Rate E'.JJe 11 Dijets Rate Dijets Rate 
(GeV) (HzjGeV) 1/(100days • GeV) (GeV) (HzjGeV) l/(100days • GeV) 

10 1157 5 ·109 20 56 2.4. 1 
20 46 2 . 10" 30 20 8.8 ·10 
30 2.6 1.1. 10 40 5 2.1·10 
40 0.46 2. 106 50 1.3 5.7 ·10 
50 0.08 3.6. 10' 60 0.4 1.7 ·10 
60 0.02 9.3. 10' 70 0.17 7.3 ·10 
70 0.006 26504 90 0.03 1.3. 10 
80 0.002 7834 110 7.5. 10-' 32423 
90 5. 10-• 2315 130 1.9. 10- 8277 
100 2. 10-· 1028 150 5.8. 10"' 2515 

-

4. Results of Monte Carlo simulations 
Figure 3 shows the dependence of ALL on the jet transverse energy Er at Vs = 200 GeV. Points (open and black boxes) are simulation results with spin-dependent PDF [10] and D.G>0 [7]. Errors on the figure are statistical only. One CaJl see from Fig.3 that the absolute value of ALL for both set of PDF is less than 5% at Er < 35 GcV. At higher traJ!Sverse energy Er > 35 GeV the asymmetry calculated with PDF D.G>0 increases with Er. 
Dijet production in p - p collisions allows· to study so-called 'back-to-back' jets and to extract more correctly information on the dominant paxton subprocess. In our simulations, the dijets were considered to be found if back-to-back deviations for the two jets don't exceed 30". The error of the efficiency of the jet finder is estimated [14] to be at the level of 10 % for Er::o:30 GeV. 
Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of the asymmetry ALL of dijet production in the p- p collisions on the dijet transverse energy Er at ,fS = 200 GtV. The pseudorapidity range of jet production covers -1 < 'fJ < 2. Points (open and black boxes)· are simulation results with spin-dependent PDF [10] and D.G>0 [7]. Errors on the figure are statistical only. One CaJl see from Fig.4 that the absolute value of ALL for PDF[10] is prru:tically constant ("' (4- 5)%) up to Er = 60 GeV. At higher transverse energy range Er > 60 GeV the asymmetry decreases with Er. The asymmetry calculated with PDF D.G>' [7] is small (< 2%) at Er < 60 GeV and increaSes up to (15-20)% at Er > 90 GeV. 
We can consider 3 characteristic regions on both the Figures 3 and 4. In the low Er region (Er < 20 GeV for jets and Er <50 GeV for dijets) the value of the asymmetry A1l:;"8

' obtained with parametrization [10] is larger than the asymmetry AIL" obtained with parametrization i:::J.G>0 [7]. The contribution of g- g scattering for AfL-st is 3 times higher .than for AILk· One can see from the Fig.la that the ratio D.G/G calculated with PDF [10] is larger thaJl D.G/G calculated with PDF AG>0 J7J at low x, so the behaviour of the asymmetry ALL is reasonable. Moreover, 
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it seems that this difference can be separated experimenta!Jy. On the basis of the obtained results we GaJl conclude that, the information ahout .6.G could be extracted 
from (relatively) low Er asynunetry values. 

In t.hc intermediate ET region (20 < Er < 40 GcV for jets Md 50< Er < 70 GtV for dijets) t.he asymmetry AfL-s1 decrea..c;es and the asymmetry AI't increases. The main contribution comes from q-g scattering and ALL...._, !lG/G·llqfq·aLL· So the 
ditfcreno.~ of the t:J.q pararnetrizations LlG~0 [7] ru1d [10] becomes equally important a.'i !lG. This region gives us ntixed inforniation ahout ratio !lG/G·tl.qfq. The rH.tio b.GJG for paramet.rization flO] decreases with x at x > 0.2 which results in the decreasing of a.<>ymmetry value Au,. The asymmetry AIL" increases with Er. The behaviour of AI<l is due to the growr.h of the ratio .6.G/G wiih :r. 

In the high E-r region (ET > 40 Gd/ for jets and Er > 70 Gt'V for rlijrts) 
the a.-;ynnuer.ry AJ~~~·"'1 ::::: 0 and A'ff.k indea.scs with &r and reaches (15·20)% for 
jet and dijC'ts production at ET > 50 awl &r > 90 GeV, respectively. Tht ma.in cont.ributjon comes in bor.h ca.•;cs 6.G> 0 [7] <Uld flO]) from q - q scattering, so the r('$Ulting asymmetries reflect, the difference between the !::lq quark distributions. Thls reglon is very inr.ercstlng b('('.ause of posslhility f(lr cherkiug tlw uuiverN'1lit.y of fa.ctori~tion of spilHicpendcnt, PDF which arc c.xt.ractcd from t.hc rcsulr.s of DIS 
experiments. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence of Au on the jet t.ra:llsver~ energy £.r a.t ~ = 200 GeV hut for spin-dependent PDF wir.h different :"ign of gluon dist.rihur.ious, 6.G>0 and !lG<0 [7]. The asymmetry calculated wit.h PDF f::lG>o iucn•a...;;cs with Er, while the asymmetry calculated with PDF !lG<0 is pract.kally equ1"tl r.o 7..('ro in the whole region. 
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the asymmetry Au, of dij<~t productinu in t.hl' jj- jj colllsions on the dijet tran~:>versc energy Er at ,jS = 200 Gel/ for t.hc ~a.uw combinatiou of ~piiHiependcnt PDF's ( ~G>0 and ~G<0 [7j ). 
On the basis of these results we eau conclude that, r.hc uwa..~urcmcm.s of th<~ j<'t. 

and dijets asymmetry a.t JS = 200 GeV can give us information about. t.he sign of D. G. 
However, the main results could be obtained at hight~r colliding: <~ucrey ~ = 500 GeV. The dependence of Au~ on the jet traJISVf'!S<' etH~rgy Er at Jii = 500 Gd · for spin-dependent PDF's i:::J.G>0 and i:::J.G<0 J7J arc present-ed in Figun• 7. In t.ll(' low 

Er region (Er < 30 GeV) the values of the asymmetry A 1,1~ a.rr iJH• AAill<' f<)r both positive and negative sign of i:::J.G. It reasonable behaviour if kt~cp in mill({ 
Figure l(b) and the fact that the contribution of !J- !J scattering rlomiuate ht this kinematica.l region (so, the factor i:::J.G(:t. Q'2)JG(:r:, Q2) cuter r.wk.(' the ftmnula. for 
a..c;ymmctry). In the intcnuediate Er region (30 < Er < 65 Gr·V), t.IH'n' is a ch·ar difference between a.c;yrnmet.ry values for positive ru1d negative sign of ;).G. If W<' 
combine, these resuhs with t.hc results obt.a.incd hy using the r.hird panunet.riza.t.ion [IOL that is presented in Figun~ 8, we r.ouducie that t.}l(' iufnnurttiou a.hnut. ,:).G could be e>..."tm . .cte(l from this exp<~rimcnt.al ciar.a, bec<tuse in the low Er rt'gion t.lu· value of the a...c:ymmet.ry Att·St oht.aineci wit.h pa.rcunctrizat.ion !IOJ is larger than r.Iw asymmetry Aif.k obtained with llnt.h parcunct.rization:-; [7J. 

Finally, if we Msumc that the one of the para.ruct.rizat.ions u~('d estimat.t~ w('ll 
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Figure l(a) 
The ratio of polarized and unpolarized gluon distributions as a function of x for 

two different para.metrizations 6.G>0 [7) and [10) at Q2=100·.GeV". 
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Figure l(b) 
The ratio of polarized and unpolarized gluon distributions as a function of x for 

two different para.metrizations C,.G>0 [7) and 6.G<0 [7) at Q2=100 GeV". 
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Figure 2. The dependence of the cross section of jet production as a function of 
pseudorapidity 1J at colliding energy .,jS = 500 Ge V for 3 different cuts on transverse 
energy of the jet. · 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 
Asy=etry of dijet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at Vs = 200 GeV 

for two different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( t.G>0 [7J and [lOJ) as a function of 
dijet transverse energy Er. The errors indicated are statistical only, based on the 
expected luminosity of RHIC and the properties of the STAR detector. 
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Figure 5. 
Asy=etry of jet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at Vs = 200 GeV for 

two different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( t.a>• [7J and t.G<0 [7J ) as a function 
of jet transverse energy Er. The errors jndkated are statistkal only, based on the 
expected luminosity of RHIC and the properties of the STAR detector. 
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Figure 6. 
Asy=etry of dijet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at V. = 200 Ge V for 

two different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( t.G>0 J7J and t.G<0 [7J ) as a function 
of dijet transverse energy £/r. The errors indicated are statistical only, based on 
the e>.-pected luminosity of RHIC and the properties of the STAR detector. 
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Figure 7. 
Asymmetry of jet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at ,fS = 500 GeV for 

two different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( !::J.G>0 )7) and t:;G<0 )7) ) as a function 
of jet transverse energy Er- The errors indicated are statistical only, based on the 
expected luminosity of RHIC and the properties of the STAR detector. 
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Asymmetry of jet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at ,fS = 200 GeV for 
two different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( !::J.G>0 [7] and t:;G<0 )7] ) as a function 
of dijet transverse energy Er. The errors indicated are statistical only, based on 
the expected luminosity of RHIC and the properties of the STAR detector. 
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the spin dependent PDF's (especially ZlG(x, Q')) the measurements of jet and dijets 
a,.<;ymmct.ry at. STAR will give us th<' dcfinit.c answer about t.hc sign and the shape_ 
of spin dependent glu~m dist."ributioh !::J.G. 

5. Conclusions 

The asymmetry of jet a.nd dijets production Au, in jj-jJ collisions a.t high energies 
was studied. The ohs:C'rvable is cxpres.<>cd in the part.on model via t.he q-q. q- g 
and g - 9 <:ross sert.it)BS for difiCreur. hPlidty <UHl spin-rlC'pendent. pa.rt.nn !:iq. and 
gluon b.G distributions. The Mont.c Carlo simulation of AI.!. t.ctking into account 
parameters of the STAR EMC detector. was made. Depcnde1ice of Au. 011 jet. 
transverse energy E-r for different. parantPtrir,a.tion of .6.G wa..<:; st~dicd. It wa...c; found 
that the value of Au. is less than 5% at .• E.,. < 30 Gel! ;mel Er <50 Gf:'F for jPt. 
and ciijet.s procluct.hm, l'C'$pect.ivdy. The a.-.ytmn<·t.ry Au is sensit.iYC' for !J.G at h)\Wl' 
Er values and can give us information about. the sign and shape t)f t.lw !J.G(.r. Q:l 
At. higher E'f' ra.nge the a.o:.;yumwt.ry is s(~usit.ivc for !lq and rcadws (l.:J-20)% for 
the jet and the dijct.s production at Er >50 and Er > 90 Gl~V, rcspcct.iW'l:v. ThC' 
obtained. re .. •ntlts r.an he verified in fur.urc expcrhuent.s wit.h polarized pror.tHI.s pla.Jtcci 
at. RHIC. 
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IllKopo f.fl., ToKapeB M.B. 
AcHMMeTpH• polK.lleHHH crpyi\ 
B nOJIJ!pH30BaHHbiX pp-B3aHMoneiicTBHHX Ha RHIC H 3HaK I!..G 

E2-98-50 

Yf3}"1aerc• pOlK.lleHife CTpyH B llOJJ.pH30BaHHbiX pp-B3aHMO)leHCTBHHX llpH Bbi
COKHX :meprnSIX. npose.neHO MO.lleJIHpOB3HHC adiMMClpHH ALL :noro npouecca 
c HCilOJJb30BaHHeM nporpaMMbi SPHINX. HccnenyeTc• B03MOJKHocn H3BJJeqeHH• 
HH<jlopMauHH 0 CllHH-3aBHCHMOii rJJIOOHHOii <jlYifKUifH pacnpeneneHHO If orrpene
JICHH51 3HaKa 60. npe.UCK333HO TI013C)lCHHC npO.llOJlbHOH aCMMMCTpHH pmK.UCHJUI 

O.li,HO~ H .llByxcrpyiiHblX C06biTHH B 33BHCHMOCTH OT nonepetiHo.H 3HeprHH Clp}'H 

rrpH 3Heprnn RHIC. 

Pa6om BbmonHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHif BbiCOKHX aHeprnii OH.SIH. 

npenpHHT Ofu,eJIHHeHHOro HHCTHT)'Til ~epHbiX HCCJJe)lOSamul. ,lly6Ha, 1998 

Skora G.P., Tokarev M.V. E2-98-50 
Asymmetry of Jet Production 
in Polarized pp-Collisions at RHIC and Sign of I!..G 

The jet production in polarized pp-collisions at high energies is studied. 
Double-spin asymmetry ALL of the process is calculated by using Monte Carlo code 

SPHINX. A possibility to discriminate the spin-dependent gluon distributions 
and to determine sign of I!..G is discussed. The predictions for the longitudinal 
asymmetry Au of the jet and dijet production at RHIC energies have been made. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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